
Notes and News

AN ANGLO-SAXON INSCRIBED FOSSIL ECHINOID FROM EXETER
STREET, LONDON? AN ALTERNATIVE INTERPRETATION

The claim of Brown et al. to have found a fossil with an Anglo-Saxon inscription at
Exeter Street, London) has been examined in the light of similar geological material held
by Reading Museum Service. Il is unlikely that the putative inscription is of human origin
and an alternative hypothesis for this kind of marking on fossil urchins can be given based
on known natural phenomena.

A number of species of sea urchin lived commonly in the Chalk sea during the later
stages of the Cretaceous period, right across the area that is now England. Many of the
fossils in the Upper Chalk rock formation wefe preserved in durable flint. As a result, flint
fossil urchins, usually belonging to the genera A4icras/er, EchinocoryJ and C07lulus. can be
found almost anywhere in southern England. They are common near to where the chalk
rock of the right stage is exposed, and panicularly so in regions where post-Cretaceous
erosion by the sea, glaciers and rivers has weathered ou( and concentrated flints, such as
the Pleistocene river gravel of the Thames Valley and its derived soils.2

The fossil sea urchin recently recovered during bulk processing of environmental
samples from it rubbish pit at Exeter Strcet was described as 'small in size, the diameter of
lhe base being c. 25 mm. From a slllall hole in the apex, five pairs of lines diverge, running
close together and roughly parallel over the conical sides oftbe fossil. They converge again
at a small boss on the base. The hole, the pairs of lines and the boss represent original
physical features of the echinoid'. Then they describe a number of indented lines in the
surface of the fossil, interpreting these lines as inscribed A.nglo-Saxon letters. In addition to
their description, it can be seen that the fossil is an internal flint cast of the tcst, or shell, of
the white cap urchin, ConuluJ afbogalerm Leske.3 This species has a stratigraphic range from
the Upper Turonian, S. plana zone, to lhe Upper Santonian, A,!. leJludinan'/Is zone of the
Upper Chalk. The apical mark shows the position of the apical plates, the five pairs of lines
mark the position of the ten rows of podia.I pores of the ambulacraJ plates, the small boss al

the centre of the base marks the peristomc, or mouth opcning, and the larger boss to the
top left on the lower figure marks the periproct, or anal aperture. The overall shape of the
fossil is somewhat distorted and it has a variety of indcnted grooves on the surface, in a
variety of oriclltations, some horizomal, some vertical and some oblique, mainly on, but
not confined to, the rcgion of the interambulacrum. The grooves shown prominentJy on
the middle figure appear to run along the sutures between the interambulacral plates.

Among more than twemy flint internal casl fossils of C. albogalcrus in tJle geology
collection of Reading Museum Service, three were found (Fig. I) which were in a similar
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state of preservation and had similarly extensive indellled grooves to the E.xeter Street
specimen. The Reading spcdmens have no known archaeological c,ontext and have never
been interpreted as having inscriptions. They showed grooves in a similarly wide range of
orientations to the Exeter Street specimen, some horizontal, some vertical, and somc
obliquc. On close examination, two types ofgrooves could be seen. Firstly, there were the
groovcs marking the natural sutures of the interambulacral plates, which were fille, straight
and regular, forming two omct roil'S of horizontal grooves on each interambulacnull.
These wcre not always prescnt or eomplcte, being easily wcathered off. Sel:ondly, there
were the grooves that marked the position of cracks in the tcSt of the urchin, which were
coarser and finely meandering or jagged. In one specimen that was less weathered, the
floor of these grooves was seen to be smooth and evenly curved. These grooves showed
that all three urchins had been slightly crushed before their preservation in flint. A range
of other flint internal cast fossil sea urchins in the collections were also seen to have flint
blebs, hollows and indentations corresponding mainly to the position of natural orifices,
sutures and pre-preservation breaks in the test.

The identification of an Anglo-Saxon inscription on the Exeter Street urchin can be
considered erroneous for the following reasons. Firstly flint bas a hardness of about seven
on the ]\'Iohs scale which is much harder than steel and most other conceivable Anglo
Saxon scribing implements and so could not havc been easily scribed. Secondly, alternative
methods of fabrication, such as chipping or grinding with another flint, are not precise
enough to have made the 'letters' some of which are only about 5 mm in height. Had these
techniques been used, there should also have been evidence in the form ofchips or grooves,
which have not been demonstrated. Hence, the hypothesis that this is a practice piece is
implausible owing to the difficult)· of working such a small Hint in such a precise way.
Thirdly, some 'letters' are ambiguous and together the 'leuers' cantlot be interpreted,
wilhout considerable latitude. Fourthly, an alternative natural explanation is available.

An alternative mode of formation for indented grooves in the Exeter Street urchin
seems more likely for the following reasons. Firstly, comparison wilh the Reading urchins
shows that indcnted groves are consistent wilh the normal preservation of these fossils,
where indentations in the flint are a natural feature marking the position ofsutures between
the plates of the test, or pre-preservation cracks or fracLUres. Similar cracks and fractures
call be replicated in modern sea urchin shells by gentle pressure. The normal horizontal
sutures, the tendency to break along these horizontal sutures and other cracks caused by
pre-preservation crushing of the urchin would therefore be sufficient to account for the full
range of indented grooves found on the E.xeter Slreet fossil. In particular the alleged letters
Es and B fit the pallern of sutures accurately. Secondly, the formation of grooves in the
flint mould at the position of cracks in the urchin lest is collsistenr with current theories
about the formation offlil1l.~ Thc distribution of flint around fossils has been related to Lhe
presence of decomposing sulphurous organic matter and the degree of compacting of the
sediment at an early stage of diagenesis. These Etc-lOrs respectively create the chemisul'
and physical space necessary for silica to be precipitated and would be expected to vary
widely over short distances around a forming fossil of a burrowing sea urchin such as
CQI/Il/us. especially at orifices and cracks where organic maner could escape or sediment
intrude. Thus, there is a mechanism for the formation of blebs, indentations and grooves
in the resulting Rint mould at the position of natural orifices, along broken sutures and
other pre·presen.'atioll cracks ill the test which are commonly obsen.'ed ill Rint fossils.
Thirdly, flint pebbles from fossil marine deposits and the river gravelt)vical in the region
show that additional grooves may be added and existing grooves widened and softened by
impact and abrasion against other flints during water transport. Thus, an alternative
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natural explanation is available for the full range ofindelllcd gTooves on the Exeler Stn::t:l
urchin based on entirely natural, commonly observed and wetl-known geological
phenomena.

If, as argued above, a nalUraJ origin is (a be accepted for the indented groovcs on the
Exeter Sired fossil, then its archaeological significance must be reassessed. Even if the
grooves arc natural, perhaps the urchin was still a treasured possession? Can any such
archaeological significance be drawn from its presence in an Anglo-Saxon rubbish pit?
Unfortunately it cannot, because the occurrence of flint fossil sea urchins is common in the
many soils around London derived from weathered flint gravel deposiLS. It is therefore
most likely that Lhe Exeter SUCCI urchin was merely a natural constituent ofsome soil that
was placed in the pit. II certainl)' does nOI have the dear human context ofsome flint fossil
talismans) and irs identification as such must therefore bc speculative.
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ANCIE IT GREENS IN 'MmLAj\'D' lANDSCAPES: BARRINGTON,
SOUTH CAMBRIDGESHIRE

Huge greens - occasionally up to 100 acres in extent - are almost a defining
characteristic of the 'ancient landscapes' of Suffolk and Norfolk, but in 'Midland' South
Cambridgeshire, where open·field agriculture was \\'ell-cstablished, sites like Barrington,
whose green is one of the largest in the country, are apparently anomalous.6

Villages in South Cambridgeshire are not obvious 'green' stlliements, allhough there
are some notable exceptions to this generalisation - such as Eltisley, whose triangular
green su,,·jves intact.7 !'\evcnhelcss, many South Cambridgeshire villages have a small,
residual open space near the centre of the senJement and this small space is often the relic
of a \'ery large, often irregular, common or green, like those at Great Shelford and
Bassingbourn.8 Where these greens have been investigated, they have generally been
shown to have pre·open field origins; that is, they arc relics of an ancient landscape,
retained when the open fields WCI'C laid out in the early Middle Ages, rather than it planned
clement of the '~i[idland' landscape.9

Their place in settlement history is not well-understood. In the 'ancient' landscapes of
Norfolk and Suffolk, some greens were the focus for selliement of Early, Middle or Laic
Anglo-Sa.'wn demesne farms. 10 In Norfolk Early and Middle Anglo·Saxon settlement has
been found around the edges of low and easily Roodable commons away from the higher
hell\)' boulder clay, while in Launditch Hundred mere was Middle Anglo-Sa.xon settlement
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